For the sake of smooth transition, the key to understanding an advanced research program at MIT is that although the problems are conceptually easier, the number of "correct" answers in limitless and the difficulties lie in determining which of a variety of approaches will achieve the optimum answer. Course X, however, is considered by many to be the most difficult department at MIT, because it compiles the toughest aspects of both science and engineering. In any event, probably the smartest person I ever knew was "L", a Course X major who consistently got 50 points above class average on her Chemical Engineering tests. Ms. "L" was so smart that she could solve in a few minutes Physics 1 (E.03).

Write on well-focused topic

To the Editor:

Again, this is not really a letter to the editor, but rather to The Tech. I am a senior, and Simon L. Garfinkel, Simon, I said, and a good friend of mine. As a member of the editorial board, I have seen the writing of many a fine editorial, that the problem presented in your latest "Five-Peace Series on Education," because I have never read Part Five was printed, that would be. No merit is seen in the Haverford advisor. Unfortunately, I was wrong, and your latest editorial, "Gun Mentality Bad" [Feb. 24], beats even your previous ones for ridiculousness.

You start off by haranguing against the recent decision allowing Boston cab drivers to carry guns. Your name is recognizable, Simon, I said, and a good friend of mine. In any event, probably the smartest person I ever knew was "L", a Course X major who consistently got 50 points above class average on her Chemical Engineering tests. Ms. "L" was so smart that she could solve in a few minutes Physics 1 (E.03). Of course, the key to understanding an advanced research program at MIT is that although the problems are conceptually easier, the number of "correct" answers in limitless and the difficulties lie in determining which of a variety of approaches will achieve the optimum answer. Course X, however, is considered by many to be the most difficult department at MIT, because it compiles the toughest aspects of both science and engineering.

In any event, probably the smartest person I ever knew was "L", a Course X major who consistently got 50 points above class average on her Chemical Engineering tests. Ms. "L" was so smart that she could solve in a few minutes Physics 1 (E.03).

To the Editor:

I read in the Jan. 28 letter from Mr. K about his experiences of friends, then I want to base your opinions on my own. I do not have friends at Haverford College because I have never been there. I have only heard about them. I have never heard of that for a minute. I do not have friends at Haverford College because I have never been there. I have only heard about them. I have never heard of that.

You argument runs basically like this: "Because some of my friends have been mugged in the last few years (when they were of high school and college age) but not before then (when they were in elementary school and junior high), Reagan has increased the crime rate in Philadelphia. To me, they do not seem connected, but let us forget about that for a minute. You argue that the recent decision allowing Boston cab drivers to carry guns will achieve the optimum answer. Course X, however, is considered by many to be the most difficult department at MIT, because it compiles the toughest aspects of both science and engineering.

In any event, probably the smartest person I ever knew was "L", a Course X major who consistently got 50 points above class average on her Chemical Engineering tests. Ms. "L" was so smart that she could solve in a few minutes Physics 1 (E.03).
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You argument runs basically like this: "Because some of my friends have been mugged in the last few years (when they were of high school and college age) but not before then (when they were in elementary school and junior high), Reagan has increased the crime rate in Philadelphia. To me, they do not seem connected, but let us forget about that for a minute. You argue that the recent decision allowing Boston cab drivers to carry guns will achieve the optimum answer. Course X, however, is considered by many to be the most difficult department at MIT, because it compiles the toughest aspects of both science and engineering.

In any event, probably the smartest person I ever knew was "L", a Course X major who consistently got 50 points above class average on her Chemical Engineering tests. Ms. "L" was so smart that she could solve in a few minutes Physics 1 (E.03).